Articles written by Hrabowski:


   Comments: This article is one of the articles analyzed and critiqued. It was the first article found before we found out we could not obtain the Doctoral dissertation.


   Comments: This article provided statistical data and information that was used in the analysis and critique. This article was a good representation of appropriate test statistics.


   Comments: This article contained statistical information, but no tables or actual data. We decided not to use this article in the analysis and critique.
Other Articles written by Hrabowski:


Books:

   Comments: Book co-authored by Hrabowski was informative in making us aware of what important work was done by Hrabowski.


   Comments: This book was used as a reference source. It was here that we found our first information on Hrabowski.
Web References:

Comments: This article is from the AASA and is informative concerning the opinions of Hrabowski about African Americans in the sciences.


Comments: This page is a brief description of Hrabowski’s life and is a good source for an overview.


Comments: This web page is an overview of the life and accomplishments of Hrabowski. It is provided by UMBC, the University of which Hrabowski is president.


Comments: This web site was extremely useful in our paper. It includes an overview of Hrabowski’s life as well as specific information regarding difficulties Hrabowski has encountered as a minority.

5. Freeman Hrabowski – Baltimore Business Journal [Online]. Available from:
http://baltimore.bcentral.com/baltimore/stories/1999/08/09/focus2.html

Comments: This article is an interview with Freeman Hrabowski. It goes over important points about his convictions concerning the education of minorities in the sciences and information about UMBC and the Meyerhoff Program.


Comments: This page is an article from University Business and is informative concerning UMBC and specifically the Meyerhoff Program.